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DR. MERLE LEFKOFF is the Founder and Executive Director of the Center for Emergent 
Diplomacy in Santa Fe, New Mexico, applying complex adaptive systems theory to  
diplomatic negotiations. Dr. Lefkoff was Guest Scientist and Affiliate at the Center for  
Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National Laboratory, working as a domain expert on 
agent-based models applying Complexity science to the search for coexistence among 
warring parties. She has been a back-channel mediator in conflict zones around the world, 
including the Middle East, Northern Ireland, Central and Eastern Europe, and the U.S. Merle 
is founder of the International Program in Conflict Resolution at the United World Colleges 
and was facilitator of the Congressional Rio Puerco Management Committee, restoring the 
watershed on Eastern Navajo land. She has been a member of two committees of the  
National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, co-authoring reports to 
the U.S. Congress on environmental policy. She was on special assignment to President 
Carter to work on a project in the White House on public policy conflicts, especially those 
surrounding environmental protection. Dr. Lefkoff was recently visiting professor in  
Integrative Peace Building at Saint-Paul University in Ottawa, Canada.

 
 
DR. STUART KAUFFMAN is an American medical doctor, theoretical biologist and  
complex systems researcher who studies the origin of life on Earth. Stuart was a Marshall 
Scholar at the University of Oxford and is currently Emeritus Professor of Biochemistry at 
the University of Pennsylvania and Affiliate Faculty at the Institute for Systems Biology. He 
has a number of awards including a MacArthurFellowship and a Wiener Medal. Stuart was 
Faculty in Residence at the Santa Fe Institute where he developed models exploring  
autocatalytic sets in origin of life research, gene regulatory networks in developmental  
biology, and fitness landscapes in evolutionary biology. With Marc Ballivet, he holds the 
founding broad biotechnology patents in combinatorial chemistry and applied molecular 
evolution in France, England, and the U.S.


 
 
DR. ARTHUR DAHL is a biologist at the science-policy interface in intergovernmental  
organizations, including the United Nations Environment Program. He is Coordinator of the 
UN System - wide Earthwatch, established in 1972 to monitor major global disturbance in 
the environment, and to give early warning of problems requiring international action.With 
two colleagues, Arthur wrote the proposal that won the New Shape Prize of the Global 
Challenges Foundation last year. The Working Group set up subsequent to the prize is 
publishing a book on global governance and UN reform, with Cambridge University Press, 
due out in January 2020. Arthur has followed the various environmental crises facing the 
planet for the last half-century from a complex systems perspective, including the social 
and economic dimensions. 


 
 
KATHERINE PEIL KAUFFMAN is the Founding Director of EFS International, whose  
mission is to foster global emotional wisdom. A former Affiliate of Northeastern University 
and the Harvard Divinity School, she has spoken internationally on the function, evolution, 
physio-chemical, and informational nature of emotion, as well as its central role in optimal 
health, human development, moral reasoning, universal spiritual experiences, and its  
informative value toward creating nonviolence in a global village. Katherine’s recent  
research is in the new biology of “emotion” where a phenomenal experience is examined 
through the lens of physics, including specificity of mind-body interactions, feelings of  
freewill in a deterministic universe, and the relativity of subjective perception.




DR. NARESH SINGH is presently Honorary Visiting Professor in the School of Government 
and Public Policy at the OP Jindal Global University in  Haryana, India andLecturer, Loyola 
University of Chicago, Rome Campus. Naresh is an international development advisor with a 
special focus on  applying Complexity science to work on sustainable livelihoods, poverty,  
environment, and legal empowerment, including the most recent  livelihoods in conflict 
countries. Naresh has worked in more than 50  countries and was Principal Advisor at the 
United Nations Development  Program headquarters on Poverty and Sustainable Livelihoods 
and  Executive Director of the Commission on LegalEmpowerment of the Poor,  co-chaired 
by U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. He was also  Director-General and Acting Vice 
President at the Canadian  InternationalDevelopment Agency.




CEO STEPHEN GUERIN is President of Redfish Group in Santa Fe, New Mexico, an R&D 
consultancy applying the emerging science of Complex Adaptive Systems to create living 
software systems. Stephen is also Faculty, Complex Systems Summer School, at the Santa 
Fe Institute. His work centers on visualization, modeling, and self-organizing systems. In 
2000, Stephen was Senior Software Developer at Stuart Kauffman’s BiosGroup.





CEO STEVEN SMITH is President of Los Alamos Visualization Associates (LAVA). He has 
worked for the past 40 years in the arena of computer-mediated perception (VR/AR) studying 
models of the physical and sociopolitical world. He has also studied symbiotic intelligence 
and collaborative decision processes. From 1981-20008 Steve was a Technical Staff Member 
at Los Alamos National Laboratory before he left to form LAVA.  Educated in Mathematics 
and Physics, Steve has spent his career developing computer science and system skills, with 
an emphasis on applied Complexity Science.  Steve was also a founding Board Member and 
Secretary of the Santa Fe Complex, whose mission was to bring the benefits of Complexity 
Science to a wider audience through the Application of Complex Systems tools and thinking 
to everyday projects.  Select publications include "Information Processing on Cytoskeletal 
Lattices" 1984, "Symbiotic Intelligence:" 1998, "Graph Visualization of the Gene Ontology" 
2004, "Simulation Exploration through Parallel Planes" 2016 and a book chapter on Spatial 
Augmented Reality forthcoming. 




DR. MICHAEL A. ROSTEK is advising the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) on institutionalizing 
futures thinking in order to assist in development and implementation of futures concepts 
through teaching and practice. A recent Concepts Team investigated the increasingly  
uncertain and complex nature of contemporary and future security challenges, using a  
“strategic foresight process” that allowed the team to research and articulate a means to  
address increased complexity and uncertainty, while avoiding predictions in a nonlinear  
environment. 


 
 



DR. GARY METCALF is an American Systems Scientist, organizational theorist management 
consultant and university professor. Gary is President of the InternationalFederation for 
Systems Research and a past President of the International Society for theSystems  
Sciences. 
 






MSc PELLA THIEL is an activist and maverick ecologist (MSc from Stockholm University on 
rainforest restoration in Ecuador). She was  announced WWF’s Environmental Hero Of The Year 
2019, is the co-founder of the Swedish hub of the Transition Network, Vice-Chairperson of End 
Ecocide Sweden, an NGO founded by her in  collaboration with Earth lawyer Polly Higgins and 
others. She is the  coordinator of Rights of Nature Sweden, an expert in the United Nations  
Harmony with Nature network as well as part of The Global Alliance for  the Rights of Nature 
Advisory board. Pella also teaches ecopsychology. 
 



DR. ANDERS NILSSON is a chemical physicist at Stockholm University, Anders studies the 
structure and dynamics of water. His goal is to understand the origin of the unusual physical 
properties that make this liquid completely unique on earth. Anders received a PhD in physics 
at Uppsala University, Sweden (1989) in the laboratory created by the Nobel Laureate Kai  
Siegbahn. Before returning to Sweden in 2014 he spent 15 years as a professor in Photon  
Science at Stanford University. His research interests include x-ray spectroscopy and  
scattering, chemical bonding and reactions on surfaces, ultrafast science, heterogeneous  
catalysis, electrocatalysis in fuel cells, photocatalysis for converting sunlight to fuels, structure 
of water and aqueous solutions. Nilsson’s research on water was selected in 2004 by Science 
Magazine as one of the top ten breakthroughs of the year, illustrated in 2014 on the cover of 
Nature and selected as one of the 100 most essential discoveries in 2017 by Discovery  
Magazine.  
 
 
CEO ANGELICA LIPS DA CRUZ is the CEO and Founder of INNORBIS by ALDC Partnership, 
accelerating the world's transition to sustainable development and prosperity for all with  
dynamic analytical mechanisms for industries and the financial markets. Former VP CEEMEA 
Head at Citibank, Director at SEB - Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken, RCI Banque - Group  
Renault, L'Óreal and SAS. Today Board Member at Skandinaviska KreditFonden with long  
experience in international business development and establishment.  
 

 



DR. PAUL. M. PULÉ from Chalmers University of Technology Management and Economics, 
Science and Society in Gothenburg. Paul recieved his Ph.D in Ecophilosophy&GenderStudies,  
M.Sc.HolisticScience, B.Sc. FieldEcology Paul has been engaged in both environmental and 
human studies for the last 20 years. He sits on numerous boards including Director/Convenor & 
Board Member  Fremantle Environmental Resource Network, Australia The Mankind Project, 
Perth,Western Australia, Global Sharing Matters, NewYorkCity,USA, Pathways to 
Manhood,Western Australia. He is also co -author with Martin Hultman of Men and Earth: 
Ecomasculinities


 
 
 
DR. KARL-HENRIK ROBÈRT, M.D. Ph.D is a cancer scientist and an important figure in the 
worldwide sustainability movement. He founded the NGO The Natural Step Foundation in 
1989. He is known for the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development - also known as 
The Natural Step Framework, a framework that lays out the system conditions for sustainability 
that arose from his consultations with municipalities, businesses, government departments, 
environmental organizations, and the arts community. Having secured the imprimatur of the 
King of Sweden. Robèrt also founded the Swedish Doctors for the Environment (LfM) one of 
the many professional networks that originally was connected to The Natural Step Foundation.




DR. ÅSA LUNDQUIST COEY Doctor of Management and Complexity, PhD, from the University 
of Hertfordshire (The Complexity Research Center) with a background in law and pedagogy. 
Åsa is also coach, author, MSc in Organization and Leadership from Springfield University, 
USA. Åsa has long experience in process management, both in Sweden and internationally. 
She lectures, among others, on the Advanced Management / Executive programs at SSE / 
Stockholm School of Economics Executive Education in Stockholm - where she belongs to the   
faculty. She is the author of four books with the fifth "Leading in Complexity" in progress.


  

OWEN GAFFNEY is a global sustainability writer, analyst, and strategist. He is based at the 
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research and Stockholm Resilience Centre. He is also a 
Future Earth Senior Fellow, an Edmund Hillary Fellow (New Zealand) and he is on the faculty of 
Singularity University. Owen works at the nexus between science, policy, media and business. 
He is interested in big-picture narratives of the past and future of people on Earth. He has 
published in Science and Nature and is a regular contributor to New Scientist. He co-founded 
the Future Earth Media Lab and Rethink magazine and is on the editorial board of the  
Anthropocene magazine. His background spans journalism, filmmaking, writing,  
communication, Earth-system science, international policy, astronautic engineering, data  
visualization and academic publishing. 




DR. DANIEL PARGMAN is an associate professor at the Department of Media Technology 
and Interaction Design (MID) at KTH Royal Institute of Technology. Daniel has mixed  
computer science/social science background but has conducted research in the intersection 
of computing (Human-Computer Interaction/Interaction Design) and sustainability during the 
last 10 years. He teaches courses on that topic to university students at all levels (bachelor, 
master, PhD). Daniel is the co-founder and leader of the MID for Sustainability (MID4S)  
research group and is also since 2014 a member of the university-wide KTH Sustainability 
Council. Daniel has been a visiting professor at Microsoft Research, UC Irvine and at  
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB) and Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC, 
Barcelona Tech) and he currently leads three different research projects; "FLIGHT" on  
decreasing CO2 emissions in flight-intensive organisations, "EVENT HORIZON", a project 
that uses allohistorical/counterfactual scenarios for purposes of "futuring" and HOMO CO-
LOSSUS about visualising our energy footprint (in collaboration with artists).




DR. WILIAM P. FISHER, JR. Ph.D. received his doctorate from the University of Chicago, 
where he was mentored by Benjamin D. Wright and supported by a Spencer Foundation  
Dissertation Research Fellowship. Dr. Fisher is recognized for contributions to measurement 
theory and practice that span the full range from the philosophical to the applied in fields as 
diverse as special education, mindfulness practice, clinical chemistry, and survey research. 
His articles have appeared in Frontiers of Psychology, Journal of Applied Measurement,  
Theory & Psychology, the International Journal of Educational Research, the International 
Journal  of Transpersonal Psychology, Human Studies, the Archives of Physical  Medicine 
and Rehabilitation, Neuropsychology, Advances in Nursing  Science, the Journal of Nursing 
Measurement, and others. As Professor of Research at LSU School of Medicine in New  
Orleans, Dr.  Fisher hosted two International Objective Measurement Workshops and was  
recognized by the city of New Orleans for his contributions in public health. He has  
consulted, taught, held keynotes and invited addresses at Johns Hopkins, Baylor, Tulane, 
and the Universities of  Leeds, Jiaxing, Lyon, Plymouth, Kuwait, and Western Australia, 
among  many others. His online course on Rasch measurement applications attracts  
students from all over the world. Dr. Fisher’s recent work focuses on the role of uniform units 
of measurement play in harmonizing individual decisions and behaviors. These  
harmonizations are vital to expanding the wisdom of crowds and efficient market effects in 
education and health care.




BARBARA EVAEUS, Lead Global Communications WWF Cities. Barbara Evaeus joined WWF 
in 2007, after a 20-year business career in international marketing, executive sales and  
sustainability communications. In addition to developing campaigns aimed at building public 
opinion, Barbara’s focus since joining the organization has been on creating WWF’s Climate 
Solver platform which aims to support the commercialization and dissemination of  
transformative climate technologies, as well as WWF’s One Planet City Challenge – a global 
project to mobilize action and support for a rapid transition toward sustainable urban  
development. Barbara's overarching objective is to apply her skills and experience to the  
global effort to safeguard our planet and its inhabitants.    





DR HANS LILJENSTRÖM received his MSc in Engineering Physics in 1982 and PhD in  
Theoretical Physics, with Prof. Clas Blomberg as supervisor, in 1987 at the Royal Institute of 
Technology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden. He spent a postdoc period with Prof. John Hopfield at 
Caltech, 1989-90, developing computational models of the olfactory cortex. In the 1990' he 
worked as an associate professor in Theoretical Biophysics at KTH, and is since 2001 a full 
professor in Theoretical Biology and Biophysics at the Dept. of Energy and Technology, SLU, 
Uppsala, Sweden. Liljenström is also the founding director of Agora for Biosystems, an  
international research center administered by the Sigtuna Foundation. His research interests 
include mathematical modeling of biological systems and processes at the cellular, network, 
and macroscopic system levels, in particular complex dynamics, including oscillations and 
chaos, as well as the link between neural and mental processes. His specialty is relating 
structure, dynamics and function of biological networks. Lately, his work is focused on  
neurocomputational models of decision making, with relevance to consciousness and volition. 
Since spring 2019, he is PI of an international Templeton-Fetzer project on the  
Neurophilosophy of Free Will. He has been working and publishing in the field of cognitive  
neurodynamics for almost 30 years, and organized a great number of conferences and  
workshops, including the First International Conference on the Neuroscience of Free Will in  
Sigtuna, Sweden, in 2017.  

 


DR LUCIANO PIETRONERO studied physics in Rome and was a research scientist at Xerox 
Research in Webster (1974) and Brown Boveri Research Center in Baden (CH) 1975-1983. He 
then moved to Univ. of Groningen (NL), as professor of Condensed Matter Theory (1983-87). 
Since 1987 he is professor of Physics at the University of Rome "Sapienza”. Founder and 
director of the Institute for Complex Systems of CNR (2004-2014). Broad international  
experience in academic and industrial environments. The scientific activity of both fundamental 
and applied nature, with a problem oriented interdisciplinary perspective. Development of novel 
and original views in most of the areas of activity. Leader of a generation of young scientists 
who are protagonists of the complexity scene internationally. In 2008 he received the Fermi 
Prize (highest award of the Italian Physical Society). Research interests; Condensed Matter 
Theory; High-temperature superconductivity; Statistical Physics; Fractal Growth;  
Self-Organized-Criticality; Complex Systems and its interdisciplinary applications. Recent  
activity in Economic Fitness and Complexity for which he was appointed Senior Advisor of  
IFC-World Bank (2016). The Fitness method represents a scientific approach to fundamental 
economics and and as reported by Bloomberg Views: “New research has demonstrated that 
the "fitness" technique systematically outperforms standard methods, despite requiring much 
less data”.


CARL SCHLYTER, is a former vice-chair of the Environment Committee in the European  
parliament, and former Chair of the European Affairs committee in the Swedish Parlament. He  
studied engineering with a focus on biochemistry and has worked mainly on food, chemicals, 
trade, nature protection and  alternatives to growth. He became interested in politics after  
working  at a landfill in Brazil, where he came to the conclusion that social  justice is a  
precondition for successful environmental work. Carl Is currently the leader of the new party 
Vändpunkt. (green/social justice)






MARILYN WINTER-TAMKIN, Board Chair, Center for Emergent Diplomacy. Marilyn is a 
psychotherapist, group facilitator and trainer, and long time community activist.  Over the years 
she has worked with and served in various capacities on the boards of organizations that  
promote social, economic and environmental health through education, community  
empowerment programs, and activism.  Marilyn feels deep concern and a sense of  
responsibility to help adress the ecological, economic and social problems we so urgently face, 
and to prepare for the civil unrest that climate disruption unleashes. She hosts the CED Salon 
series at her home, welcoming speakers from around the world to share their unique  
perspectives. She is drawn to the unique approach and potential innovation that the Center for 
Emergent Diplomacy embodies. Through the applied principles of Complexity science and  
Indigenous wisdom, she believes that undiscovered pathways can be found to help us  
transition to life on an altered planet. Additionally, Marilyn has co-founded two non-profit  
organizations including the Santa Fe Alliance which focused on the importance of local  
economies, as well as several for-profit businesses including an award winning construction  
company that specializes in energy efficient, low maintenance homes in Colorado, USA.    




ERIKA BRANDT, is a multi entrepreneur and ongoing-evaluator functioning as bridge between 
the old and the new in development projects. Brandt identifies that there is a lot of innovation 
and sustainability projects being initiated despite the common maturity and knowledge  
shortage. Her data has shown that an innovative mindset creates an accelerated pace  of new 
ideas which increases risk in use of resources. She says “All new  ideas demands vision and 
vice versa or else we will get lost”. Brandt studied learning evaluation, follow-up Research at 
Mälardalen University (2013) and completed a post-secondary 1,5-year Diploma degree in  
Export  Management (2010) and 2-year Diploma degree in Sustainable business models for 
Tourism (2017). 



DR. TERESA CERRATTO PARGMAN, is an Associate Professor of Human-Computer  
Interaction (HCI) in the Department of Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV) at Stockholm 
University in Sweden. Since 2016, she has been the Head of the Interaction Design and  
Learning Research Unit at this university. Her research is situated within the field of HCI and 
seeks to contribute to the study of how digital technologies reflect and configure established 
practices and how emergent practices shape the development and design of contemporary 
technologies. In this field,Teresa has aimed to contribute to issues that are central to  
technology-enhanced learning, computer-supported collaborative learning, and sustainable 
HCI. She leads and participates in several national and international research projects. Most 
recently, she led the Purposeful Learning Across Collaborative Educational Spaces project in 
Stockholm, which was funded by the Swedish Research Council during 2013–2016. Currently, 
she is participating in the EU Ground Truth 2.0 project, which is focused on the topic of the 
co-design of socio-technical platforms and citizen science (2017–2019), and in the ongoing 
regional project Make IT Happen, which focuses on programming and computational thinking. 
Book release in 2019: "Emergent Practices and Material Conditions in Learning and Teaching 
with Technologies" - Elaborates on emergent educational practices bound to digital  
technologies in everyday teaching and learning. (Springer International Publishing. Dr. Isa 
Jahnke/Dr. Teresa Cerratto Pargman,) 
 



CEO JOHNNY PHILSTRÖM is a driven entrepreneur with the focus of combining purpose

architecture with business engineering. A visionary with a mission to turn greed into purpose

driven profits for the GOOD of both people and planet.- Johnny has a background with two 
of Sweden's most rapidly growing companies and he has 20 years of experience in business

development. Today Johnny is the co-founder of Speaker Academy - supporting speakers to

go from inspiration to transformation. Founder & CEO of DigAttract - digital attraction and

awareness / Founder of Purpose Production - business development through foundations.







MARTIN HEDBERG is Swedish meteorologist engaged in the field where climate, earth  
science and complexity interact with society in general and communication, extreme events, 
scenarios and transformation in particular. He has a B. Sc. in meteorology from the  
Stockholm University. He is a board member of Transition Network Sweden and founder of 
Swedens first asset manager specialised in Catastrophe bonds. He is a former Swedish Air 
Force forecaster and officer, has been working at Swedish public service television and  
participated in expeditions and extreme sailing events. He has communicated climate  
science to public and professionals since early 2000 and has performed approximately  
1000 public lectures.





LOUISE HÅRD OF SEGERSTAD, is a resilience expert and communication strategist with 20 
years’ experience of working as a bridge between research and practitioners in the  
sustainability field. She is the co-director of Albaeco, an independent, non-profit  
organization, with the principal partner Stockholm Resilience Center at Stockholm University 
and their extensive international network of transdisciplinary researchers. Albaeco works with 
co-learning processes with many actors: companies, municipalities, regions, and authorities 
around planetary boundaries, sustainability and resilience.


CSS2019 PROGRAM TEAM 
 

 
 
ANNIKA DOPPING, is a highly accomplished TV-producer, host and communicator.  
She specializes in human issues, often referred to as the ”Oprah Winfrey of Sweden”.  
Annika is a catalyst, game changer, and business strategist with a unique set of  
communication tools developed during 30 years of experience in strategic communication, 
spearheading a sustainable future - focusing on leadership, health, environment, and  
education. Annika was one of the 10 winners of the 2017 ÅForsk Entrepreneurial Scholarship.  
Annika is the facilitator and host for the Complex Systems Science Gathering 6-9 december 




LARS LARSSON grew up surrounded by the traditional culture of his ancestors in Dala  
Järna, in Northern Sweden, a culture deeply rooted in its connection with nature. Early in his 
life he developed an intense curiosity about the ancient knowledge of his ancestors.This  
formed him and led him to profound insights into the connection between humans and  
nature Lars's interest in history led him on journeys both in his own culture in Sweden and 
with indigenous peoples and leaders all over the  world. His unique insights from his  
combination of technology, economics, and history have taken him around the world as a 
lecturer at universities, companies, the UN, and in other political spaces. Lars intertwines 
history in time and space with contemporary resources and the economy. This has provided 
him with a wide perspective, along with a deep understanding of the challenges we face in 
the world today. He is an electrical engineer and builds advanced automation technology for 
the Swedish industry. He always designs his systems for low energy consumption and  
maximum sustainability. As a technology developer and programmer, Lars comes in contact 
with many advanced technology areas. Most of his present assignments are concerned with 
developing long-term  sustainable solutions, and agricultural technology. Lars works all over  
the world and most recently with the US and China.  
Lars is the Swedish host for the Complex Systems Science Gathering 6-9  December. 



ANNETTE ERICSDOTTER, is an eventproducer with more than 30 years in the business 
with marketing, sales and PR skills. Annette has extensive experience in brand building and 
result-oriented PR. Sustainable initiatives have been the focus for her the last 10 years.  
Annette has a highly developed network in various industries and partners. She is the  
co-founder and member of the board of End Ecocide Sweden and owner of TGIM – Thank 
God It´s Monday. Among other things she is the head of communications for Rights of Nature 
Sweden. Annette was awarded Networker of the Year 2006 and is a former member of  
Founders Alliance. 
 Annette is the Project Manager for the Complex Systems Science Gathering 6-9 december. 




MAGNUS ÅKERLIND, is a communicator, concept developer and social entrepreneur with a 
focus on social impact. Educated multimedia educator and filmmaker. Over the years he has 
worked with everything from concept development and project management of  
communication projects to production of both analogue and digital products. Among other 
things, he conducted web ventures and events, founded an inspirational magazine, arranged 
tours, lectured, produced apps, taught at the University, been a mentor to young  
environmentally engaged, and created interactive games. He is the Communication Manager 
of the Association Ekskäret, the owner of IHI Production and member of Ekskäret Klustret. 
Magnus and his family were awarded WWF’s Environmental Hero Of The Year 2010.  
Magnus is a Project Leader for the Complex Systems Science Gathering 6-9 december.  
 

HEIDI ANDERSEN is the founder of *SHERO Leaders, supporting women leaders in  
cultivating resilience through self leadership to transform themselves to transform society. 
She lectures on self-leadership, resilience, motivation/change and gender/diversity. Heidi 
was one of the first to teach mindfulness in Sweden, and has taught meditation for 15 years 
through her company Mindful based life. She has lectured & taught individuals, leadership 
teams and organizations how to incorporate mindful/wise self-leadership, positive  
psychology, and positive neuroplasticity. Heidi is also a practicing art therapist.  
 *SHERO = She+Hero 
Heidi is a Project Leader for the Complex Systems Science Gathering 6-9 december.  
 

 

 
MSc/MBA ERIK MOBERG is a concept developer and fundraiser within climate  
change-related projects. Erik has worked in various sales and sales management positions 
for over 30 years within Banking, IT and Telecom and has recently decided to support and 
focus on non-profit projects related to climate change in addition to his professional career. 
Erik's  main qualifications are within international business development, fundraising, and 
relationship building. 
Erik is a Project Leader for the Complex Systems Science Gathering 6-9 december.  
 
 

CEO ULRIKA ALGOTSSON is an independent and goal-oriented team player and start-up 
person. She has served CEOs of start-ups, chairmans, speakers, thought leaders and  
executed as a manager herself in many different companies. She is driven to get things done 
and innovation in  start-up areas is her priority. Ulrika is at her best in context where she 
works with people who are demanding in situations that are unpredictable. In 2011 she  
started her own start-up ALLGOOD to help  entrepreneurs. Since then she also started 
Speaker Academy –  transforming speakers to their full potential. During 6 years she has  
been involved in the fulfillment and accomplishment of an art production house in Stockholm 
– Konstverket. Ulrika is curious with great  dedication to the sustainability area!  
Ulrika is a Project Leader for the Complex Systems Science Gathering 6-9 December.


